
May 2023

Operations Engineer (f/m/d)

Company: dimpora AG, www.dimpora.com
Location: Zürich, Switzerland
Workload: 80-100%
Starting date: June/July/August 2023

At dimpora, we set new standards for the outdoor industry. With our award-winning membrane
technology, we combine sustainability and performance on a new level. Thanks to the diverse
possibilities of our patented platform technology, we keep innovating and developing new
generations of waterproof and breathable membranes.

Do you want to help us turn innovative ideas from the lab into an industrial product? Do you want to
have a positive impact and at the same time create a product that could soon be part of your new ski
or snowboard jacket? Then this could be the job for you!

Your Tasks
- From Idea to Product

With our production partners, you will replicate the developments from our lab on industrial
machines. You will have the opportunity to visit our production partners in Europe and Asia,
and use your creativity and knowledge to find, test, and implement new production
processes and machines into production. You will focus on thermoplastic compounding and
extrusion, as well as industrial washing and lamination processes for textiles.

- Optimizing Existing Processes
You will challenge our existing production processes and look for ways to make them even
more efficient, sustainable and cost-effective. As part of this, you will test the performance of
the resulting membranes, analyze influences of the different processes, and carry out
different tests for material characterisation.

- Coordinate and Communicate
As the internal interface between R&D and sales, you and your colleagues will be responsible
for the production and quality of our membranes and laminates. In addition to the entire
dimpora team, you will work closely with suppliers and production partners, which requires
organizational talent, as well as good communication skills and teamwork.

Ideally You Have...
- a technical background and experience in polymer processing, materials science, or similar

with practical experience in compounding and extrusion
- a lot of stamina and perseverance, a practical approach to challenges, as well as a lot of

creativity and fun in realizing new ideas
- a high degree of flexibility, independence and ownership over your tasks to pave your way in

a fast-paced work environment
- good knowledge of German and English (oral and written)
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We Offer...
- a chance to make a difference and contribute to a sustainable future of the outdoor industry
- a job with many challenges, a steep learning curve, and a high sense of achievement
- a high degree of ownership over your tasks from day one
- a dynamic start-up environment where you can actively shape your career
- personal and professional development opportunities, including annual budgets for further

training and/or courses, as well as annual contributions to your sports/gym subscription
- unforgettable team events, including monthly after-work events, as well as an annual

dimpora day and team retreat

If you would like to become part of our team, we are looking forward to receiving your application
with a few sentences about yourself and your CV.

Contact: Nina Spörri, nina.spoerri@dimpora.com
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